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Along with rapidly development of high technology and internet popularization, 
people’s life have a huge change, and thus indirect infringement of the copyright 
comes into being. This kind of new infringement has one kind of common 
characteristic: encroaching upon other people’s legitimate interests indirectly. 
Moreover, the form of this infringement is independent, and does not depend on the 
direct infringement .The indirect infringement copyright makes tremendous influence 
to the copyright protection system, it is very difficult to investigate this kind of 
infringement responsibility, according to the traditional theory. Nowadays, the 
“indirect infringement” has been defined a kind of infringement pattern in the field of 
copyright law in western countries, and they sum up a lot of experience on the process 
of judgment. But in our country indirect infringement of the copyright is punished 
only in the partial cases and some legal articles, and has not formed a set of complete 
protection system. Therefore it is extremely disadvantageous for our country to 
safeguard relative rights.  
Besides the introduction and conclusion, the main text is mainly composed by 
three chapters. 
The first chapter is summary on indirect infringement of the copyright .It briefly 
introduces the concept, characteristics of indirect infringement of the copyright,  
elaborates the types of it, and talks about the constitutive requirements of copyright 
indirect infringement. It analyzes issues in four aspects, including the illegal activity, 
the injure fact, the subjective mistake and the causal relationship. 
The second chapter is mainly about the legal responsibility and remedy of 
copyright indirect Infringement. it mainly talks about the question of the indirect 
infringement’s liability, liability principal and liability style. It says liability principal 
should base on liability of fault and liability of fault estimation. The responsibility 
should consider the relationship between the direct infringement and the indirect 
infringement, then classified processing. The text also analyzes the remedy of civil 
case, administration case and criminal case for copyright indirect Infringement.    
The third chapter analyzes the status quo of legislation of copyright indirect 















about how to perfect it on the basis of the state of our country and research on the 
foreign country. The suggestions are as follow: Establishing the indirect infringement 
of copyright in the future intellectual property law ;Change the“legal liability”into 
“liability for compensation”in the No.52 item of the copyright law; Defining 
intention as one of constitutive requirements of the ultimate user; Endow the 
copyright owner with the choice of the ways of compensation; Considering business 
dealing as one of the yardsticks of tort; Drawing up the scope of to which network 
facilitator apply the“tort notice”. 
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第一章  著作权间接侵权概述 




























                                                        
①我国著作权法中明确将作品的复制、传播、改编等列举为著作权人的专有权利。参见刘家瑞,主编.论中国



















































































1963 年由美国第二巡回上诉法院判决的“莎皮洛”（Shapiro v. H.L. Green Co.）
                                                        
①王卓亚.论著作权领域的间接侵权(硕士学位论文)[D].上海:上海大学,2004.8. 
②龙丹.易趣案与间接侵权责任[J].武汉理工大学学报,2005,18(12):877. 
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